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Cryptographically secure blockchain was first 

mentioned by cryptographers W. Scott 

Stornetta and Stuart Haber in 1991. A few years 

later, computer scientist Nick Szabo started 

creating “bit gold,” a digital currency, on a 

distributed system. This played a crucial role in 

laying the foundation for blockchain 

development. In 2008, an unidentified 

developer identified as Satoshi Nakamoto 

published a white paper describing the 

blockchain model. A year later, the first 

blockchain emerged as an open ledger for 

bitcoin transactions. As a cryptocurrency, 

Bitcoin needed a technology that guarantees 

its value in order to function.

Blockchain technology has adequately met the 

need for a reliable ledger system for non-

monetary currencies. Thanks to a decentralized 

approach, it made the trustless Bitcoin network 

trustworthy, ensuring immutable ledgers. It was 

the first time that technology allowed investors 

to trade in fully digital currency without 

physical presentation of wealth. Digital currency, 

which was once a dream, has become a reality.

Ethereum opened the way for innovation.

Many computer programs have been 

introduced into blocks in new ways in the 

Ethereum blockchain architecture. Ethereum 

enables the storage and execution of computer 

code underlying all smart contracts. Its 

blockchain network has also distributed a 

currency known as “Ether,” which has become a

popular mainstream in the blockchain and 

cryptocurrency world. As the second-largest 

currency began to succeed, large financial 

institutions began to investigate how basic 

technologies could help the digital future.

Many economists witnessed the R3 

Consortium has grown into an institution 

with over 40 members and has legalized 

cryptocurrency and blockchain technology. In 

recent years, blockchain has evolved rapidly 

and has grown into something important in 

a variety of areas. A comprehensive 

application model consisting of technologies 

such as distributed data storage, consensus 

mechanisms, end-to-end transfers, 

encryption algorithms, etc. provides the 

characteristics of decentralization, 

transparency, tamper-proofness, and joint 

maintenance. Because of these 

characteristics, industry leaders leverage the 

potential of blockchain to address the lack 

of trust between people.

What is Blockchain?01
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The advent and development of blockchain technology solve trust in the equivalent exchange, the 

most important issue in human history thanks to open, transparent information, data security, and 

low cost that cannot be tampered with in the form of "distributed-type" data storage. 

First, the sharing mechanism of the digital economy is being integrated into the online platform 

market. Blockchain technology was created as a structure that allows independent assets to be 

operated in the digital world. This is accomplished by mapping NFT, Staking, DeFi, and Simple 

Payment Digital Data to the blockchain and sharing the data. In this case, BMT TOKEN, as an 

asset object of digital content, effectively enables the value exchange of digital content, expands 

more population and benefits, and liberates both productivity and production relations in the 

online IT industry. Second, the market is formed based on trust through smart contracts. All 

information related to the artwork, such as the information source, key details, shipping process 

and transaction history, is digitized and stored in a blockchain-based transaction system. When 

completed, all information is immutable and forgery proof, effectively preventing forgery and 

fraud. Blockchain services based on trust provide benefits to users who distribute their content for 

profits, and provide a secure structure compared to existing financial systems.

Third, it builds a transparent and open transaction system. Blockchain data is viewable by users 

worldwide and has access to a central management system and database catalog. All users are 

witnesses to transactions that ensure high transparency in the system. Thus, the art market will 

become fairer and more robust, attracting more artists, collectors, investors, dealers, and major art 

institutions. The rise of NFT is a prime example of the fusion of blockchain and art. It is attracting 

unprecedented public attention. In the near future, the NFT boom will continue to expand and 

change the way concepts and values are exchanged between the blockchain and the real world. In 

2020, the total transaction value of NFTs tripled to reach $250 million. In March 2021 alone, NFT's 

total sales exceeded $220 million. In the next decade, 50% of the world's top 100 artists’ works 

are expected to be registered as NFTs. The explosive NFT transaction market is requesting the 

establishment of APENFT. APENFT aims to register world-class artworks as an on-chain NFTs and 

become an ARK fund.

Summary02
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3.1 Business Info

As we enter the modern era, the increasing complexity and volume of increasingly complex global 

network transactions makes data independence and access increasingly difficult. It takes more 

time to identify, secure, inspect, and collect data, and the cost is increasing, and services with 

inefficient structures have reached a state where it is difficult to bear these costs.

Recent global reports gave a positive assessment of the most important technology trends and 

the impact of blockchain when analyzing potential impact, trust-based development, web3.0 

technology on the business. Trust-based services are an integral part of all transactions between 

two or more contracting parties.

Business03
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Trust based on BMT BLOCKCHAIN data is maintained by ensuring that data entering the platform 

is information through private nodes. By introducing blockchain technology, BMT PLATFORM has 

simplified Service Data Trust, Customer Data, And Record Data Information, which can be incorpor

ated into comprehensive business contents. Users of the BMT PLATFORM SERVICE are divided 

into data providers and data users. BMT TOKEN wallet is automatically created when signing up 

for membership. Data providers upload their content data to BMT PLATFORM, and data users can 

analyze real-time scenarios based on the uploaded data. At this time, data users pay BMT 

PLATFORM with BMT TOKEN they own, and BMT PLATFORM pays BMT TOKEN as rewards to the 

data provider, and BMT TOKEN can be converted into cash through the exchange.

Decentralization

Although many blockchain proof-based models exist, 

it is difficult to construct a network environment that 

is reflected in real life. It requires consultation among 

key players to update BMT database.

Data & Smart contracts

BMT BLOCKCHAIN stores both data and 

smart contracts in the blockchain.

Immutable ledgers

Since the BMT BLOCKCHAIN is a write-once 

database, all transactions that have occurred 

cannot be changed after being saved.

Security using multisig

BMT BLOCKCHAIN uses validated 

dual/private signature technology 

for transactions unaffected by frauds 

and organizations.

Business03
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NFT is drawing keen attention from artists, musicians, creators, and filmmakers who want to 

create limited-edition digital products, as well as related businesses.  It is also important to note 

that investment in virtual economy and digital assets has increased more than ever thanks to 

COVID-19, which hit the world in 2020. Currently, the NFT market is literally exploding in the 

United States, with early adopters, cryptocurrency enthusiasts, and rare digital product collectors 

attempting to cash in NFTs according to the trend.

According to a report jointly published by NonFungible.com, an NFT-specialized analysis site, and 

BNP Paribas Latelier Institute, the total value (market value) of assets in the NFT market increased 

to $40.96 million in 2018, $141.55 million in 2019, and $338.03 million in 2020..
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As of the 14th (Korean time), there are a total of 195,000 tokens worth $25.4 billion of Ethereum 

staking worldwide. When coin holders use the staking deposit service, they can receive rewards in 

proportion to the time they participated. The deposited cryptocurrency is used by the network to 

verify blockchain reliability. In particular, "Ethereum Staking" is so popular that it is being held at 

the four major cryptocurrency exchanges. 

According to blockchain analysis company Glass Node, on the 12th (local time), about 66% of 

tokens deposited on the Ethereum network through virtual currency exchange platforms and 

stacking services. The largest amount of money was collected from the staking platform Lido, 

followed by virtual asset exchanges Coinbase, Binance, and Kraken, respectively.

Into the Block, another blockchain analysis company, said on the 10th (local time), “Tokens, which 

account for 8.4% of Ethereum’s total circulation, are currently deposited in the staking service. The 

number of blockchain wallets deposited in the staking service is about 65,910.”
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4.1 BMT Service Flow

BMT PLATFORM

Eyeber

Subscriber
(BMT General Users)

BMT Creator

BMT Affiliates

BMT Financial Management Partner

BMT Holder

BMT Platform Wallet Registration

BMT OFF CHAIN
(CLOUD BACKEND)

BMT
(SMART CONTRACT)

DATA HASH CODE

BMT DATA CONNECTIONBMT BLOCK DATA READ

BACK END

BMT
BLOCK

BLOCKCHAIN

BMT DATA 
BLOCKCHAIN UPLOAD

BMT CUSTOMER

Subscriber
(BMT Affiliate, Content Creator)

BMT PARTNER

Service04

Bico factory Bico swap Bico Pay
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4.2 BMT Eyeber Service

Service04

BMT PLATFORM

Ad view

Ad 
viewer

Ad Medium
Revenue X

Branded companies, franchises, franchisees

Request for Ad content in progress
BMT ad revenue 

distribution

Smart Contract

BMT AD ECO SYSTEM

Traditional Ad 
Structure

Brand/Affiliate

Provision of ad 
content

* BMT BLOCKCHAIN's Role: Distribution of ad revenue exposed to users

* There is only a revenue structure between advertiser and agency

Ad cost

BMT Eyeber Service directly connects advertising services of brand companies and affiliated 

merchants, and BMT tokens to be paid to customers through distributed smart contacts are 

automatically remitted. Consumers can easily earn money within BMT SERVICE without using a 

separate channel or downloading it. They may also be rewarded with certain tokens if they 

purchase products sold on the platform and view advertisements. The key elements of BMT 

ADVERTISEMENT SMART CONTRACT are minimized three roles of payment, settlement, and relay, 

providing profitable services that make it easier and safer for users to generate revenue, which is 

different from the unidirectional consumption of traditional advertising services.
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4.2.1 BMT Eyeber Design

Service04

Membership Signup L Account Info Inquiry

Login

Auto LoginSave ID

Enter your password, please.

Enter your ID, please.
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4.3 BMT NFT Market Place

BMT NFT MARKET PLACE

BMT will later distribute various digital contents through smart contracts. It will use a project 

management function that complies with the Polygon NFT library specification, and users can 

publish it in BMT NFT and link it with NFT marketplaces such as Open Sea and external NFT 

marketplaces. By connecting a web interface that will help issue NFTs, users can install a 

compatible Polygon Wallets and access the web service to create their own NFTs and engage in 

profit activities.

Blockchain

Physical ProcessNFT 마켓 플레이스

Owner Address Metadata

(Data on Chain, URL)

BMT Limited Edition Selection

Digital Artwork Conversion

NFT Marketplace Registration
(Minting)

NFT Auction 
Bidding

NFT Content Meta Information

Blockchain Registration

BMT NFT Holding 

Holding Revenue Share

BMT PLATFORM links blockchain and Web3 (Cloudflare) to applications that use Web3 stacks end-

to-end, and related smart contracts are built through the Ethereum platform. Ethereum will be pre-

deployed and validated on the Ethereum Rinkeby network, a test environment for smart contracts. 

The Rinkeby test network allows testing smart contracts outside the main blockchain through a 

lifelike workflow without using actual Ethereum. Once the Project is ready to be deployed on the 

Ethereum mainnet, the same contract developed on the testnet will be deployed and validated in 

the production environment.
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4.3.1 BMT NFT Design 

Best NFT Artists
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4.4 BMT Staking/Defi (Bicoswap)

Service04

Users can invest in various financial products using the blockchain asset deposit service “staking” 

and interest DeFi service on BMT PLATFORM. Cryptocurrency pools based on BMT De-Fi 

Technology can provide new services to the existing traditional financial markets, creating 

conditions for this market segment to grow. It offers a new BMT De-Fi Tool to experienced BMT 

professional traders and individual cryptocurrency trading participants in mature capital markets 

to help them run personalized profit services.

As part of BMT TOKEN's ecosystem maintenance, we run our own BMT De-Fi campaign. BMT 

validators can indirectly receive BMT TOKEN as part of “The Pool” and get back an additional 

share of the block reward from each block. The percentage of tokens received from blocks must 

be proportional to the amount of stored BMT TOKEN that each individual validator combines 

before starting block validation.

BMT CHAIN's other node participants (BMT Network chain, Storage, Node) may receive BMT 

TOKEN as part of the block reward. In addition, fees earned by the block validator will not be 

deducted. Most of the current BMT BLOCK configuration will go to regular node participants in 

the network (monitors, participants in queue/structure mechanisms, and split holders). The 

remaining fractional percentage is reward to validators for their participation in fixed ratio. Block 

level rewards may be somewhat limited as the amount of newly created BMT TOKEN in each 

block is kept to a minimum compared to the total supply. Block reward inside BMT PLATFORM is 

primarily intended to compensate nodes that are typically stopping BMT CHAIN.

The goal is to dynamically control inflation of the BMT TOKEN supply by the algorithm to be 

introduced in BMT DE-FI. This algorithm is directly involved with the amount of transactions after 

the last block to coordinate block reward. A surge in transaction will generate more BMT TOKEN, 

while a recession will not reduce to the minimum or no new TOKEN. At the same time, we may 

implement a system that grants new tokens within the BMT PLATFORM if the network is not 

operating properly.
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4.5 BMT Payment (Bico pay)

BMT PLATFORM

Global Affiliate Payment Platform

(BMT WORLD, MARKET PLACE,

PAYMENT),

DATA EXPANSION AND ANALYSIS

Subscriber Payment Information, 

Consumption Route/Pattern Analysis

Provide efficient consumption 

customized data

BLAOCKCHAIN TECH

ON, OFF CHAIN PROTOCOL

SERVICE EVENT DATA EVENT DATA INPUT PAYMENT & REWARD

SECURING AND MANAGING BMT DATA Analyzing DATA INDIVISUAL DATA STRUCTURE SET

BMT holders can use BMT TOKEN like cash anywhere in the world for their currency value. By 

granting various benefits to users, it is possible to derive the effect of increasing the value and 

effective consumption of assets according to the activation of the platform. BMT PLATOFORM 

requires the following data structure design to be used as a window of consumption of digital 

assets owned by subscribers and administrators. It analyzes BMT's transaction patterns in service 

and establishes a structure of hyper-personalized service data that provides a personalized 

structure that analyzes consumption patterns.
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5.1 Tech Info

The blockchain mainnet platform introduced by BMT PLATFORM is Polygon. Polygon (formerly 

Matic Network) is an infrastructure solution designed for Ethereum expansion. Polygon's 

technology moves to a connected blockchain system (e.g. Polkadot) that maintains the security 

and ecosystem benefits of the Ethereum Dapp Ethereum network.

Polygon's success builds on the network's partnerships, resulting in increased adoption of popular 

projects and high availability across existing cryptocurrency exchanges and DEXs.

5.1.1 Matic Network

Polygon has built an effective platform through a Matic Network. No blockchain is more 

successful than Ethereum (ETH) in terms of decentralized app (DApp) development and adoption. 

However, despite its relative success, Ethereum networks have several major bottlenecks that 

hinder scalability and usability. Ethereum runs faster than other proof-of-work blockchains, such as 

Bitcoin (BTC), but overall transactions per second (TPS) remain low at about 15. This is often the 

main problem that causes other problems. For example, if the hype-spin drives significant 

adoption of Ethereum build projects, the entire network can slow down and gas prices can soar.

To continue scaling, many projects are exploring Ethereum-compatible blockchains that will ease 

the limitations of Ethereum without leaving the network. The essential problem is that there is no 

specialized framework for building these blockchains and no protocol to connect them. This leads 

to complex development processes and risks ecosystem fragmentation.

Polygon aims to improve the developer experience with unauthorized design, complete 

technology sovereignty, and modular security solutions. General users will also benefit from low 

gas and instant transactions, as well as full compatibility with Ethereum tools like Metamask.

Tech05
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Polygon (MATIC) is a Layer 2 solution with support for sharding to accelerate adoption 

of high-volume blockchain projects through sidechains providing 65,000 TPS and 2 

second block confirmation times. Polygon's technology moves Ethereum DApp to 

connected blockchain systems (such as Polkadot) that maintain the security and 

ecosystem benefits of Ethereum network.

Polygon Blockchain boasts a high level of interoperability and can communicate with 

each other and with Ethereum networks. The technology stack of solutions consists of 

two main types of blockchain networks: a security chain and a standalone chain.

5.1.2 Safe Chain

Security Chain is a network that uses a "security-as-a-service (SaaS)" model instead of its 

own pool validators. This service is provided either through the Ethereum network itself 

or through a shared professional validator pool (as in Polkadot’s “shared security” 

implementation). Security Chains provide increased security at the expense of 

independence and agility. Up to now, Security Chain has been implemented through 

Matic Plasma, a framework based on the proposal of Ethereum co-founder Vitalik Buterin. 

This framework allows for simple execution of scalable autonomous smart contracts on 

Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM), but imposes a withdrawal period of seven (7) days for 

all token withdrawals on the Matic network.

5.1. Standalone Chain

Standalone Chain is a fully sovereign network with a pool of independent validators. 

These chains are more difficult to build security, but once built, they provide improved 

independence and agility. So far, this has been implemented via the Matic PoS chain. An 

important difference is that Matic PoS provides faster withdrawals, better serving 

distributed finance (DeFi), and market applications. Polygon's default ERC-20 token, 

MATIC, is used to pay for services running on the network, settle transactions between 

users in the ecosystem, and to pay transaction fees for Polygon Side Chains.

Tech05
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DECENTRALIZED LEDGER BMT

BLOCKCHAIN

Bico swapBMT NFTEyeber
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PROCESSING STORAGE MESSAGING

CLOUD

CASHE

ONPREMISE

P2P NODE

PROCESS
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NETWORK
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DATA SET , CHAIN

HASH , TRANSACTION MODEL

MERKLE TREE , DATA SCOPE

PEER TO PEER(P2P), RELAY 

NETWORK
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5.2.1 BMT User Layer Information

It is a user layer information for accessing BMT PLATFORM. DAPP SERVICE LAYER is an 

application front layer that connects services such as BMT Advertisement Platform, 

Payment, BMT NFT Marketplace, Staking and DeFi. Services and networks put BMT 

consumers, creators, and managers into organic relationships. They link BMT members' 

patterns with big data to create an efficient ecosystem layer.

5.2.2 BMT API Layer

BMT API Diagram is a layer in which the backend API with affiliates linked to the BMT 

PLATFORM is composed. Various services can be linked by accessing important 

information such as BMT PLATFORM users, video information, tokens, and streaming 

history information.

5.2 BMT Mutlichain Architecture

Bico factory Bico Pay
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5.3 BMT Network Service

Due to this proliferation and autonomous nature of network systems that communicate and 

transfer information without user physical intervention, these devices are vulnerable to serious 

threats. These threats can be minimized by building them into systems based on security and 

reliability through blockchain.

BMT security is built on a blockchain that allows independent nodes to validate a public individual 

network to show the best reliability. BMT Smart Node Operation consists of a step-by-step 

configuration of service policy/system/hardware and defined a data-driven Behavior Monitor while 

being implemented on selected nodes that can use deep machine learning strategies to extract 

the activities of each device and analyze their behaviors. In addition, it deploys reliable execution 

technology that can be used to provide a secure execution environment (Local Back end) for 

sensitive application code and data on the blockchain. 

Transaction 
Monitor

Node M (Master)

Node B Node A

Node C Node D

Node E

Local Back 
End

POLICY

T(A, D1)

MUTICHAIN NODES DATA

DATA 
CLASSFICATION

Learning

T(A, D2)

T(B, D1)

T(C, D1)

T(C, D1)

BMT

Service

Tech05
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5.4 BMT System Modeling

5.4.1 BMT Application Modeling

Most existing applications consist of three parts: a database, a code interface to that database, 

and a user interface. Represented by the Model-View Controller (MVC) architecture, this model 

has been popular in web environments for decades. In a BMT architecture, the database acts as a 

storage system for the data model, and the controller determines how clients interact with that 

data. When defining a view using HTML, CSS, and JavaScript, it fetches and displays that data and 

provides interactions for creating and updating data.

5.4.2 BMT WEB3

The BMT Web3 application is divided into two parts: Blockchain (Ethereum) and the user interface. 

The blockchain consists of two structures that serve as an immutable system of record for all 

events occurring in the network and accounts for users and groups or organizations.

5.4.3 BMT Incentive

Those assets linked to BMT SMART CONTRACTS deployed in Polygon can be traded and verified, 

and can also be used as a way to block program access. BMT NFT Market can generate sales and 

transaction revenue and finance large-scale projects in preparation by participating in transaction 

events related to content and charging a royalty fee, or charging the issuance price at the time of 

'issuing' or creating NFTs. In this way, BMT NFT can form a stronger incentive structure between 

developers and community members than typical web applications.

Tech05
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6.1 BMT Roadmap

2022. 2Q

BMT PROJECT TEAM SETTING

BMT WHITEPAPER COMPLETE

2022. 3Q

BMT ALPHA APP DEVELOP

2022. 4Q

BMT BLOCKCHAIN DEVELOPMENT

BMT BETA APP DEVELOP

2023. 1Q

GLOBAL EXCHANGE LISTING

GLOBAL OFFICIAL SERVICE OPEN (14 COUNTRIES)

2023 2Q

GLOBAL DEVELOPMENT SETTING

GLOBAL SERVICE LANGUAGE EXPANSION (30 COUNTRIES)

Roadmap06
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6.2 Token Allocation

Token Allocation
플랫폼 서비스 40% (생태계)

프리세일 5%

마케팅 10%

리퀴드풀 15%(디파이, NFT사용자에게

수익 분배)

코인운영개발 10%

파트너 15%(협력회사 및 투자사에게

제공)

어드바이저 5%

Policy06

Role of Token Utility

Blockchain Polygon

T`en supply 6 billion

Distributed in the crowvdsale -

Symbol/Ticker BMT

Decimals 18

Initial value -

Platform Service: 40% (Ecosystem)

Presale: 5%

Marketing: 10%

Liquid Pool: 15% 
(DeFi, revenue share among NFT users)   

Coin Operational Development: 10%

Partner: 15% (partners and investors)

Advisor: 5%
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or receive investment returns/income/payments/profits or any portion of the amount thereof. (f) In jurisdictions

where the token issuance method specified in herein white paper is regulated or prohibited, all or part of herein

document shall not be reproduced, distributed, etc. (g) Those who wish to purchase a BMT TOKEN, shall not

understand, interpret, classify, or treat BMT TOKEN as follows: (i) currency other than cryptocurrency; (ii) bonds and

stocks issued by any agency; (iii) rights, options, derivatives for these bonds and stocks; (vi) rights under contracts

to provide guaranteed investment profit, avoid loss, or pretending for this purpose; and (5) securities or derivatives

such as collective investment plan and project trust.

2. Restrictions on distribution and propagation

(a) The distribution or propagation of herein white paper in whole or in part may be prohibited and restricted by

any jurisdictional legal or regulatory requirements. If restrictions apply, you shall be aware of the restrictions that

may be applied by the possession of herein white paper and seek legal advice and comply with them, and the

Foundation that operates BMT, BMT’s executives, employees, agents, and affiliates (hereinafter referred to as "BMT

and affiliates") are not responsible for this. (b) If distribution and propagation have led to herein white paper being

read or held, for any purpose, herein white paper or its contents shall not be shared with others in any other way,

such as distribution, reproduction, or other means, and you shall not allow or give causes for this to happen.

3. Exclusion of liability

(a) The related services provided by BMT and its affiliates are provided 'as is' and 'as available’. BMT and its

affiliates specify that they do not provide explicit/implicit guarantees or representation of the accessibility, quality,

suitability, accuracy, adequacy, completeness as to BMT TOKEN and related services or express that they are not

responsible for any errors, delays, omissions, or actions taken in reliance on this. (b) BMT and its affiliates do not

describe, guarantee, promise, or assert any form of authenticity, accuracy, or completeness of the information

contained in herein white paper to any entity or individual. (c) BMT and its affiliates shall not be liable for

contractual or unlawful liability due to any indirect, special, incidental, and consequential losses (including, but not

limited to, loss of investment return/income/profit, loss of utilization and data, etc.) incurred in connection with

your acceptance or reliance on all or part of herein white paper, and this applies to the maximum extent permitted

by applicable legal regulations.

6.3 Legal

Policy06
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4. Warning for the forward-looking statements

(a) Certain expressions in herein whitepaper contain forward-looking statements about the future, future events,

and prospects of the project. These are not statements based on historical facts but are identified by similar

expressions such as 'scheduled,' 'estimated,' 'believed,' 'expected,' and 'prospected.' In addition to herein

whitepaper, presentations, interviews, videos, and other public materials may include this forward-looking

statement. The forward-looking statements contained in herein whitepaper include, but are not limited to, future

results, performance, and achievements of BMT and its affiliates. (b) The forward-looking statements contain a

variety of risks and uncertainties. These statements do not guarantee future performance and should not be relied

upon too much. When risks and uncertainties materialize into reality, the actual performance and development of

BMT and its affiliates may differ from the expectations set by forward-looking statements. Even if there are changes

to these circumstances in the future, BMT and its affiliates are not obligated to provide an update to the forward-

looking statement. Suppose you act based on the forward-looking statements in herein whitepaper, BMT's and

affiliates' homepages, and other materials. In that case, you are solely responsible for the non-realization of the

content of the forward-looking statements. (c) BMT PLATFORM is not complete or fully operational as of the date

herein whitepaper was created. Although the explanation was written on the premise that BMT PLATFORM will be

completed and fully operational in the future, this shall not be construed as a guarantee or promise for BMT

PLATFORM's completion and full operation.

5. Potential risks

It is recommended that you read the following carefully and fully analyze and understand the relevant factors and

risks before deciding to purchase and participate in BMT TOKEN. Risks include, but are not limited to: (i) risks of

restriction to BMT TOKEN access due to loss of identification information and loss of essential private keys related

to digital wallets storing BMT TOKEN, etc., due to negligence of purchasers related to storage; (ii) risks of value

fluctuation after issuance of BMT TOKEN due to global market and economic conditions. Risk of BMT's failure to

fund the ecosystem development of BMT TOKEN due to uncertainty in the value of these BMT TOKEN or not

maintaining the ecosystem of BMT TOKEN in the intended direction; (iii) risks associated with changes in the

political, social, and economic environment, changes in the stock or cryptocurrency market environment, and

changes in the country's regulatory environment in which BMT and its affiliates operate, and changes in their ability

to survive or compete. In certain jurisdictions, existing/new regulations related to Blockchain technology that are

unfavorable to BMT TOKEN may be applied. Accordingly, significant changes may occur in the ecosystem and

Policy06
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PROJECT of BMT TOKEN such as abolition/loss of BMT TOKEN. (iv) risks associated with changes in the future

capital needs of BMT and its affiliates and changes in capital and financing possibilities to meet them. Lack of

funds can adversely affect BMT PLATFORM's development and the use and potential value of BMT TOKEN; (v) BMT

PROJECT may be suspended, dismantled, or the launch plan suspension may be suspended due to various reasons

such as adverse fluctuations in the value of BMT TOKEN, failure of project relations, and claims of competitors'

intellectual property rights during development/operation, which can adversely affect BMT TOKEN ecosystem, BMT

TOKEN, and the potential use of BMT TOKEN; (vi) lack of interest in BMT PROJECT and services from PROJECT,

individuals, and other organizations, and risks associated with the public's limited interest in creating and

developing distributed applications. This lack of interest may limit financing or affect BMT PROJECT's development

and the utilization and potential value of BMT TOKEN; (vii) risks of applying significant changes to BMT TOKEN or

BMT PROJECT's main functions and specifications before launching or implementing BMT TOKEN ecosystem. BMT

intends BMT TOKEN and BMT functions to match the white paper's content, but notwithstanding our intentions,

these changes may be applied. (viii) Competitive risks with BMT TOKEN and other platforms that could potentially

adversely affect BMT PLATFORM (e.g. if a competing project prevents commercial success or renders our prospects

bleak); (ix) risks of a third party or other individual interfering with the use of BMT PROJECT infrastructure and

BMT TOKEN by intentionally or unintentionally planting harmful and malicious code in BMT PROJECT. Blockchain

used in BMT PROJECT is also vulnerable to these attacks, which pose a risk to the operation of BMT PROJECT and

related services; (x) occurrence of catastrophic events such as Force Majeure natural disasters or other

uncontrollable factors may affect BMT's operation. Blockchain used in BMT PROJECT is also vulnerable to such

attacks, so it poses a risk to BMT PROJECT and related services' operation. (xi) BMT TOKEN and other

cryptocurrencies are new, untested technologies and are continuously evolving. The full function of BMT TOKEN is

not yet complete, and there is no guarantee of completion. As the technology advances, the evolution of crypto

technology and methods, changes in consensus protocols and algorithms, etc., can pose a risk to the use of BMT

TOKEN, BMT TOKEN sales, BMT PROJECT, BMT TOKEN ecosystem, and BMT TOKEN use; (xii) BMT TOKEN does not

empower rights to any other entity regarding BMT PROJECT, BMT ecosystem, BMT, etc. All decisions are made at

BMT PLATFORM's discretion, including discontinuation of BMT products and services, the additional creation and

sale of BMT TOKEN utilized in BMT TOKEN ecosystem, and the sale and liquidation of BMT; and (xiii) the way BMT

TOKEN are taxed and accounted for is uncertain and may vary from jurisdiction to jurisdiction. BMT TOKEN

purchases can adversely affect tax processing, and we recommend seeking independent tax advice. In addition to

these stated risks, there are other risks that BMT and its affiliates cannot predict. Other risks of unexpected
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combinations and variations may exist. (b) The project, financial status, operational results,

and prospects of BMT and its affiliates may be adversely affected substantially if the above

risks and uncertainties develop into real situations. In such cases, you may lose some or all

of BMT TOKEN value.

6 No additional information and updates

No one has the right to provide information/explanations for BMT, its affiliates, and related

projects and operations other than those included in herein white paper; nevertheless, if such

information/description is provided, it shall not be considered to be authorized by or

represent BMT or its affiliates.

7 No advisory

No information in herein white paper shall be regarded as project, legal, financial, or tax

advice to BMT TOKEN, BMT, or its affiliates. Regarding BMT TOKEN, BMT and affiliates, and

related project and operations, it is recommended to seek advice from other experts such as

legal, financial, tax, etc. The financial risk of purchasing BMT TOKEN may apply indefinitely.
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